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Date: 29/01/2024 
  

To, 
BSE Ltd. 
1st Floor, New Trading Ring, 
Rotunda Building, P. J. Towers, 
Dalal Street, Fort, Mumbai – 400 001 
 

Scrip ID: MAYUKH; Scrip Code: 539519  
 
Sub.: Reply to BSE email dated 24 January 2024 regarding Clarification required w.r.t Regulation 30 of the 
SEBI (LODR) Regulations, 2015. 
 
Reference:  Your Email dated 24th January, 2024. 
 
Dear Sir, 

In reference to the captioned subject matter and the email received from BSE Ltd. regarding Clarification 
required w.r.t Regulation 30 of the SEBI (LODR) Regulations, 2015, in this regards we would like to inform that 
we came to know about stock recommendation of our company along with news is being circulated in the social 
media like in YouTube channels as given in your email, we are very shocked to know through communication 
received from your good office, we hereby confirm and declare that any of this social media recommendations 
and news are not confirmed from our management, as we are not aware about any of this recommendations 
and we would like to submit to stock exchange to take note that the management of the company is not involved 
in the given fake recommendations and information about huge demands of the product due to Ayodhya’s 
event, and Exchange, its investigation department can do detailed investigation and take necessary action 
against the person(s) those who are trying to defame the name and image of the company by circulating this 
kind of fake rumors and recommendations through Social Media, exchange may directly investigate/verify 
from the respective channel or channel owner on which ground and information’s this recommendations was 
given by them. 
 

We would like to inform your good office that the Company has not anytime withheld any information or events 
which in our opinion would have an impact on the behavior of share price of the Company. Further note that 
the Company has intimated to the Bombay Stock Exchange from time to time all the events information and 
changes in the Company that has an impact on the operation and performance of the Company, which include 
all the price sensitive information etc. under the provisions of SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure 
Requirements) Regulations 2015 and other applicable regulations of the Securities Exchange Board of India. 

We once again deny the baseless information’s given on the social media as stated in your email, the said 
information’s are not the data given by management of the company and we are not confirming any of such 
kind of fake videos and recommendation which may mislead to the investors and public, as our company always 
giving all its updates/information’s through Board/Committee meeting outcome, Disclosures under 
Regulation 30 of SEBI (LODR) Regulations 2015 filed by the company time to time in past and in future also 
whatever the necessary updates/information’s will be there, we will inform to the Stakeholders through 
submission with stock exchange by way of official announcements under Regulation 30 of SEBI (LODR) 
Regulations 2015. 
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Further we hereby confirm that we always share information’s about the business developments or future events 
if any to the shareholders through BSE portal and our own website only, and therefore request to the Stock 
Exchange and Shareholders not to rely on news and recommendations shared through Social Media, in case, 
any harm cause to the person/public/shareholders relying on such fake/rumors through social media or 
recommendations in that case our company and its management will not be liable/responsible and this will be 
own risk of public/investor, and the company or its management is/will not be responsible at all.  

We further submit that in this regards our company’s management has decided to inform through making a 
disclosure under regulation 30 of SEBI (LODR) Regulations 2015 (Investor awareness Update) to the 
stakeholders/public about this fake circulations of information’s and recommendations through social media 
and not to rely on the Social Media rumors and always be vigilant on their part before considering such 
information’s and verify the same through BSE web page of our company and company’s own website, and 
further we request to your good office being a regulator to take necessary action against such persons those who 
are trying to defame the name and image of the company. 

Please take the same on your records and in case required anything please write to us. 

Thanking You,  
Yours Faithfully 
 
For Mayukh Dealtrade Limited 

 

Mit Tarunkumar Brahmbhatt  
Managing Director 
DIN: 06520600 
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